FULL DAY

PROGRAMME
Pick up

Availability
Ever yday

(From Hotels of Castellammare, Gragnano,
Vico Equense, Pompei)

Start
morning/afternoon

Check In Boarding

Duration
9 hours

Welcome Cocktail
Departure

Pick-up

Arrival at the island of Capri and
the Faraglioni bay Swimming
and solarium

Vico Equense, C.mare di Stabia
Gragnano, Pompei

Aperitif on board

Small groups
from a minimum of 4
people to a maximum of 8

Landing on the island to visit
and shopping

Who is appropriate
ever ybody

Back on board

Languages
English, italian

Tour around the island and back

PRICE

Capri, boat excursion
A boat tour around the most famous island in the world, along with old and new
friends, to share an experience between sea, sun, relaxation and fun, a small
group, far from the crowd.
Departure for Capri sailing along the Sorrento Coast. On the way you can admire
the beautiful landscape of the Sorrento coast, in particular the remains of the
Roman villa of the Queen Giovanna, and more.
During the tour of the island, the boat will stop to visit the Grotta Azzurra *, the
White Cave and the Green Cave; along the way you can see the Natural Arch, the
villa of Curzio Malaparte, the Faraglioni and the lighthouse of Punta Carena.
During the breaks you can swim or snorkel while on board the aperitif is always
served.
Stop about 4 and a half to visit the island, with the help of a detailed Capri
language map. To comply with all the stages of the recommended tour, stopping
to visit the Grotta Azzurra is 30 minutes maximum, weather and sea conditions
permitting.

Castellammare di Stabia

90€
adult

65€
4/12
years old

Seiano
FREE

Sorrento

0/3
years old

Consisting of:
round trip, boat tour, aperitif,
expert Captain

Positano

Amalfi

Li Galli
Nerano
Punta Campanella
Capri

extra

everything not included
Don't forget:

cap, solar cream, water, camera, bathing
suit, cloth, bracelet or travelgum against
seasickness, passport

47

